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drum could not be prised off with the fingers, an Eskimo would
take it between his teeth and it would come easily awayJ\When
a strap made of sealskin freezes hard — and I know noting,
tougher than sealskin — an Eskimo will put it in his mouth and
chew it soft again. And those teeth were hardly to be called
teeth. Worn down to the gums, they were sunken and unbreak-
able stumps of bone. If I were to fight with an Eskimo, my
greatest fear would be lest he crack my skull with his teeth.
But on this evening their hands were even more fantastic than
their teeth. I can still see Tutiak, in a moment of respite, licking
the palms of .his hands, then sucking each of his fingers, and
finally scraping between the fingers with his snow-knife, slowly,
with that concentrated air of a thoughtful animal, — and then
beginning over again to eat of the seal. Their capacity of itself
was fascinating to observe, and it was clear that like animals
they were capable of absorbing amazing quantities of food,
quite ready to take their chances with hunger a few days later.
It is this, of course, that explains the swollen cannibal bellies of
these otherwise powerful primitive men.
The pack over which we were hunting the polar bear was
.like nothing I had ever seen in a picture. There was no majesty
shere, no huge impressive ice-floes, no icebergs resting like high
men-o'-war on the water and clearly outlined against a blue sky.
Here there was no water, there was nothing but pack ice — a
jumble pale blue and green at the base, built up by a distant
and crazy giant and filling all space with its grotesque shapes.
This was the surface of the moon, a limitless chaos through
"which we moved, tiny figures with our toy sleds lighted from
the horizon by but half a sun — for already the season had
come when only half the sun appeared above the horizon,
swollen, bloated, enormous, and almost entirely decorative, for
the light was fast dying out of this source of earthly life. Repeat-
edly, we would have to cut out a breach in the pack, a passage
as through a jungle. The harness of the dogs would catch on
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